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muscle growth

Kevin A. Murach,1,2 Bailey D. Peck,1,2 Robert A. Policastro,3 Ivan J. Vechetti,1,4,5 Douglas W. Van Pelt,1,2

Cory M. Dungan,1,2 Lance T. Denes,6 Xu Fu,7 Camille R. Brightwell,1,8 Gabriel E. Zentner,3

Esther E. Dupont-Versteegden,1,2 Christopher I. Richards,7 Jeramiah J. Smith,9 Christopher S. Fry,1,8

John J. McCarthy,1,4,* and Charlotte A. Peterson1,2,4,10,*

SUMMARY

Using in vivo muscle stem cell (satellite cell)-specific extracellular vesicle (EV)
tracking, satellite cell depletion, in vitro cell culture, and single-cell RNA
sequencing, we show satellite cells communicate with other cells in skeletal mus-
cle during mechanical overload. Early satellite cell EV communication primes the
muscle milieu for proper long-term extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and is
sufficient to support sustained hypertrophy in adult mice, even in the absence
of fusion to muscle fibers. Satellite cells modulate chemokine gene expression
across cell types within the first few days of loading, and EV delivery of miR-
206 to fibrogenic cells represses Wisp1 expression required for appropriate
ECM remodeling. Late-stage communication from myogenic cells during loading
is widespread but may be targeted toward endothelial cells. Satellite cells coor-
dinate adaptation by influencing the phenotype of recipient cells, which extends
our understanding of their role in muscle adaptation beyond regeneration and
myonuclear donation.

INTRODUCTION

Tissue remodeling is a multi-faceted, multi-phasic process involving the coordinated regulation of

numerous cell types (Farup et al., 2015; Wosczyna and Rando, 2018). Cellular choreography early in

response to stress, specifically with respect to extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition and inflammatory

signaling, generally determines whether long-term homeostasis is properly restored (Adler et al., 2020).

In skeletal muscle, Pax7+ satellite cells mediate myonuclear accretion during muscle fiber growth (Bach-

man et al., 2018; McCarthy et al., 2011) and in response to exercise irrespective of growth (Masschelein

et al., 2020; Murach et al., 2020b). Satellite cells may also play an important role in muscle adaptation by

regulating various cell types via secreted factors (Chazaud et al., 2003; Christov et al., 2007; Fry et al.,

2014a; Liu et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 2011; Patsalos et al., 2017; Tatsumi et al., 2009; Verma et al., 2018).

With mechanical loading-induced skeletal muscle hypertrophy, numerous lines of evidence across

different species suggest that muscle fibers can adapt and grow appreciably without satellite cell fusion

and myonuclear accretion (Murach et al., 2018a); however, long-term hypertrophy without satellite cells

is attenuated concomitant with excess ECM accumulation (Fry et al., 2014a). Our laboratory recently

showed that satellite cells may communicate with fibrogenic cells (Fry et al., 2017) and muscle fibers (Mur-

ach et al., 2020c) viamiRNA-containing extracellular vesicles (EVs) to regulate themuscle fibermilieu during

hypertrophy. Presently, it is unclear whether early satellite cell-mediated secretory signaling throughout

muscle is sufficient for long-term adult muscle hypertrophy or whether myonuclear addition is required

to sustain hypertrophy.

In the current investigation, we utilize fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), single-cell RNA

sequencing (scRNA-seq), cell fate prediction analyses, inducible satellite cell depletion (McCarthy et al.,

2011), in vivo EV tracking (Murach et al., 2020c), long-term mechanical overload (MOV), and in vitro ap-

proaches to explore satellite cell communication throughout muscle during load-induced hypertrophy.

We provide evidence that satellite cell communication to fibroadipogenic progenitor cells (FAPs) during
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the early stage of MOV is sufficient to regulate ECM deposition and promote long-term hypertrophy in

adult mice, independent from satellite cell fusion. Satellite cell depletion influences FAP fate progression

toward fibrogenic and osteogenic transcriptional programs early during overload in vivo, concomitant with

global- and FAP-specific upregulation of chemokine gene expression. Through delivery of miR-206 pack-

aged in EVs, we identify a mechanism whereby satellite cells regulate fibrosis-associated Wnt-inducible

signaling pathway protein 1 (Wisp1, also known as Ccn4) in FAPs during hypertrophy, the absence of which

is associated with aberrant fibrogenic cell fate progression. We also provide evidence that satellite cell EV

communication after the first few weeks of MOV is widespread but may be accentuated in endothelial cells.

Fusion-independent satellite cell communication is a powerful stimulus to promote adult muscle growth,

and we provide support for a model where initial reparative events trigger a cascade of cellular synchroni-

zation that enables long-term tissue homeostasis (Adler et al., 2020).

RESULTS

EV-mediated communication from myogenic to mononuclear cells following 14 days of

mechanical overload

We report that there is a�275% increase in satellite cells concomitant with robust hypertrophy after 14 days

of synergist ablation-inducedMOV of the plantaris muscle (Kirby et al., 2016a; McCarthy et al., 2011). Using

the Pax7CreER/+;R26tdTomato+/- reporter mouse (Pax7-tdT), we previously demonstrated tdTomato (tdT) pro-

tein and mRNA in myogenic progenitor cell (MPC)-derived EVs, as well as tdT transfer to recipient cells via

MPC EVs in vitro (Murach et al., 2020c); Video S1 is a high-magnification video showing tdT+ MPC EVs.

Packaging of cytoplasmic localized reporter mRNA and/or protein in EVs is consistent with prior investiga-

tions (Aswad et al., 2014; Cossetti et al., 2014; Flaherty et al., 2019; Forterre et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2020;

Kanada et al., 2015). Based on these results, we used the Pax7-tdT model to explore in vivo EV tracking

from myogenic cells (satellite cells and/or myofibers) to mononuclear cells throughout muscle during hy-

pertrophic growth in response to 14 days of MOV (Figure 1A).

We conducted FACS on cell suspensions from vehicle- and tamoxifen-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT

plantaris muscles, MOV tamoxifen-treated tdT parental strain muscles, and resting tamoxifen-treated

Pax7-tdT muscles (flow cytometry gating for these experiments is in Figures S1A–S1D). As expected, sat-

ellite cells from vehicle-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT and parental muscles were tdT negative (tdT-, Fig-

ure 1B for vehicle, parental shown in Figure S1A), and most satellite cells from tamoxifen-treated MOV

Pax7-tdT muscles were brightly tdT fluorescent (Figure 1C, population 1). In muscles from MOV vehicle-

treated mice, non-satellite mononuclear cells (CD31 + endothelial cells, CD45 + immune cells, and/or

Sca1+ mesenchymal cells) were tdT- (Figure 1D, population 2). This same population in muscles from

tamoxifen-treated mice (Figure 1E, population 3) was expanded rightward, with some cells displaying

clear tdT fluorescence (Figure 1E, population 4), and a second population that presumably contained

a proportion of Sca1- FAPs/fibrogenic cells (Chapman et al., 2016) also appearing tdT+ (Figure 1E, pop-

ulation 5). Resting tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT muscle (collected from the forelimb and hindlimb) did not

display appreciable tdT fluorescence other than in satellite cells, suggesting the appearance of tdT is

mediated by activated satellite cells during MOV (Figure S1D). Based on the shift in tdT fluorescence

observed via FACS in the tamoxifen condition, we posit that the appearance of tdT in non-satellite cells

is due to spontaneous off-target Cre-mediated recombination because: 1) average fluorescence levels

were appreciably lower than in satellite cells indicating the appearance of tdT was not due to constitutive

expression, 2) there was negligible fluorescence in 14 day MOV tdTfl/fl parental strain plantaris muscles

nor resting tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT muscle. Within cell populations 1–5, quantitative reverse-tran-

scription PCR (RT-qPCR) revealed the highest relative tdT mRNA levels in tamoxifen-treated satellite cells

(indicative of constitutive viral promoter-driven expression following recombination), moderate tdT

mRNA in populations that had some tdT fluorescence, and low levels in all others (Figure 1F).

Evidence that the appearance of tdT in non-satellite cells during MOV is not due to off-target

recombination or technical artifact from tissue processing

We evaluated recombination in genomic DNA of MPCs from vehicle- and tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT

mice, as well as from the tdTfl/fl parental strain, and found that recombination of the stop cassette was

only detectable in Pax7-tdT MPCs following tamoxifen treatment (Figures S2A and S2B). Analysis of

DNA from pooled, non-satellite cell populations (CD31-/Vcam-, mesenchymal, fibrogenic, and immune

cells), as well as CD31 + endothelial cells from tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT plantaris muscle following

14 days of MOV, showed the stop cassette was intact, indicating that fluorescence was not due to off-target
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recombination (Figures S2A and S2B). To determine if the tdT protein detected in non-satellite cells might

have been the result of tdT protein from lysed cells ‘‘sticking’’ to mononuclear cells in the single-cell sus-

pension, we digested tamoxifen-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT plantaris muscles and then used the Pax7-

tdT cell-free supernatant to digest wild-type (no tdT transgene in genome) MOV plantaris muscles (Fig-

ure 2A); primary cells from digested wild-type muscle were used as negative controls. FACS confirmed

no tdT signal in controls (Figure 2B), tdT fluorescence in Pax7-tdT MOV muscle (Figure 2C), and minimal

fluorescent labeling from ‘‘sticky’’ tdT protein and/or cellular debris as a consequence of the digestion pro-

cess (Figure 2D). Furthermore, isolation of Vcam-/CD31- and Vcam-/CD31 + cells from wild-type muscles

followed by qPCR showed that exposure to cell-free supernatant from overloaded wild-type muscles

(‘‘mixed’’ in Figure 2E) did not account for tdT transcript levels observed in those cell populations from

tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT MOV muscles (Figure 2E). The results of these experiments collectively indi-

cated that neither off-target recombination nor cellular disruption and non-specific labeling/uptake can

explain the magnitude of the appearance of tdT protein and transcript in non-satellite cells of tamox-

ifen-treated MOV Pax7-tdT muscle. Our results are also consistent with similar experiments conducted

in thymus tissue using two comparable inducible cell-specific reporter Cre models after observations of

fluorescence transfer between cells in vivo (Wang et al., 2016).

A B C

D E F

Figure 1. Delivery of tdTomato (tdT) frommyogenic cells to mononuclear cells throughout skeletal muscle during

14 days of mechanical overload (MOV) of the plantaris

(A) Experimental design schematic showing vehicle (Veh) or tamoxifen (Tam) administration for 5 consecutive days (5 d),

washout period, and 14 day MOV in Pax7-tdT mice; n = 3 mice/6 plantaris muscles pooled for analysis captured at the

same exposure and adjusted the same as the image in (B), scale bar, 20 mm.

(B) Flow cytometry plot illustrating Vcam+ tdT- satellite cells (SCs) of Veh-treated Pax7-tdT MOV plantaris muscle; SCs

were also negative for CD31 (endothelial cell marker), CD45 (immune cell marker), and Sca1 (mesenchymal stem cell

marker).

(C) Flow cytometry plot illustrating Vcam+ tdT+ SCs (population 1) in Tam-treated Pax7-tdT MOV plantaris muscle. SCs

were also CD31-/CD45-/Sca1-.

(D) Flow cytometry plot illustrating endothelial, immune, and mesenchymal stem cells in Veh-treated Pax7-tdT MOV

muscle, all identified via FITC-conjugated antibodies (population 2).

(E) Flow cytometry plot illustrating endothelial, immune, and mesenchymal cells that were tdT- (population 3) and tdT+

(population 4) in Tam-treated Pax7-tdTMOVmuscle, all identified via FITC-conjugated antibodies. Another cloud of tdT+

cells (population 5, most likely fibrogenic cells) was also identified.

(F) Quantitative real-time PCR for tdTmRNA abundance in populations 1–5. Dotted line represents tdT- cells sorted from

the tdTfl/fl parental strain (n = 3/group: Veh, Tam, and tdT parental mice, each pooled for sorting and RNA isolation),

normalized to Gapdh and presented relative to parental strain cells using 2�DDCt.

See also Figure S1 and Video S1.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2. Presence of tdTomato (tdT) protein and mRNA in non-satellite cells (SCs) during mechanical overload (MOV) is not attributable to

technical artifact from tissue processing

(A) Experimental design illustrating how cell-free supernatant from digested Tam-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT muscles (n = 2 mice/4 plantaris) was used to

digest wild-type (no tdT transgene in genome) 14 d MOV muscles (‘‘mixed’’, n = 3 mice/2 separate pools of 3 plantaris, processed as technical replicates),

followed by FACS isolation of different populations for downstream analyses.

(B) Flow cytometry plots from muscle digest of unperturbed wild-type muscle (triceps and quadriceps), used as a negative control for tdT fluorescence;

forward and side scatter area gating not shown.

(C) Flow cytometry plots from Tam-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT muscles, confirming the appearance of tdT in satellite and non-satellite cell (endothelial

and non-endothelial) populations; forward and side scatter area gating not shown.
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scRNA-seq reveals the identity of tdT+ mononuclear cells after 14 days of MOV

To further interrogate the identity of tdT+mononuclear cells in muscle after 14 days of MOV, we conducted

FACS and isolated all cells with tdT fluorescence in tamoxifen-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT muscles (Fig-

ures 3A and 3B) and conducted droplet-based 10X Genomics Chromium scRNA-seq. The scRNA-seq prep-

aration was enriched for satellite cells, as would be expected, but a variety of cell types according to global

transcriptional profiles were also identified via scRNA-seq, including fibrogenic cells (fibroblasts and FAPs),

immune cells/macrophages, and endothelial cells (Figure 3C). These data suggest that by 14 days of MOV,

myogenic cells communicate with the major mononuclear cell populations throughout the muscle. Myonu-

clei also appeared in the preparation, identified by myosin heavy chain transcripts, consistent with recent

reports (De Micheli et al., 2020; Oprescu et al., 2020). To interrogate tdT message within the scRNA-seq

data set, we created a custom transcriptome where the tdT transgene (Madisen et al., 2010) was included

in the mouse mm10 annotated transcriptome. At the transcript level, the highest tdT levels were in satellite

cells and what were likely satellite cell-derivedmyonuclei (top of ‘‘myonuclei’’ cluster, Figure 3C). Myonuclei

with very high tdT expression (log2tdT>3) had elevated levels of cell cycle regulatory genes Cdkn1a and

Btg2, as well as myosin light chain 1 embryonic (Myl4) (false discovery rate [FDR] adjusted p < 0.05) and

developmental myosins (Myh3 andMyh8), suggesting nascent myonuclei as a result of satellite cell fusion.

We were uncertain whether transfer of tdT mRNA via satellite cell EVs to non-myogenic cells would be

detectable using scRNA-seq given the relatively low sequencing depth obtained with this technique, as

well as the potentially large amount of EV communication that would be required to occur. Recent evi-

dence suggests that EV material transfer from wild-type cells of one lineage in vivo can be sufficient to

restore the protein levels of a knocked-out gene in a distinct cell type (Crewe et al., 2018). The findings

of Crewe et al. illustrate the robust and under-appreciated potential of EV-mediated cargo transfer, which

made the detection of tdT transcript on a cell-by-cell basis in non-satellite cell populations via scRNA-seq

seem worthwhile to explore. To first determine background levels of tdTmRNA, we conducted scRNA-seq

on cells from tamoxifen-treated 14-day MOV tdTfl/fl parental strain plantaris muscles. Despite the absence

of detectable fluorescence via FACS (see Figure S1), low levels of full-length tdT transcript were detected in

some mononuclear cells via scRNA-seq, indicating occasional readthrough of the stop cassette (3x SV40

poly(A) signal) in the R26R-tdTfl/fl mouse (green box, Figure S3A). As expected, we also were able to detect

abundant truncated tdT transcript (a short polyadenylated message generated by transcription up to the

stop sequence, Figure S3A) providing evidence that the stop cassette was intact (Madisen et al., 2010) (Fig-

ure S3A). To account for the low level tdT expression, we generated a null distribution using the ratio of tdT

full length to tdT truncated for each cell in the MOV tdT parental scRNA-seq data, where any full-length tdT

transcript would be expected to be a consequence of readthrough (or perhaps spurious recombination).

Using the non-parametric prediction interval and the probability for each sequenced cell, we determined

whether its ratio was functionally indistinguishable from the null distribution of background readthrough

and then corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. With these criteria, very few cells in the parental

MOV experiment had tdT expression above background levels (Figure S3B). Conversely, many cells had

full-length tdT expression above the readthrough background levels in the Pax7-tdT MOV experiment

(with varying degrees of confidence according to FDR, see Figure S3B). Furthermore, truncated tdT tran-

script levels can be used as a second method to assess off-target recombination, where high levels relative

to a control (e.g. recombined satellite cells in tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT mice) indicate that the stop

cassette effectively prevented constitutive expression of the downstream tdT coding sequence. Truncated

transcript was virtually undetectable in Pax7+ andMyoD + cells (satellite cells) in the 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT

experiment but was expressed at high levels in all other cell populations, providing further evidence of min-

imal off-target recombination in non-myogenic cells (Figures S3C and S3D).

We asked whether non-myogenic cells containing higher versus lower amounts of tdT mRNA in the FACS

isolated tdT+ cells could be discriminated in the scRNA-seq data, suggesting functional consequences to

potentially higher levels of EV-based communication in vivo. Besides satellite cells and myonuclei (Figures

Figure 2. Continued

(D) Flow cytometry plots from MOV wild-type control plantaris muscle digested with the cell-free supernatant from Tam-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT

plantaris muscle (‘‘mixed’’); forward and side scatter area gating not shown.

(E) tdT mRNA levels in Vcam-/CD31- mononuclear cells and CD31+/Vcam- endothelial cells in resting control, Tam-treated 14-day MOV Pax7-tdT, and 14-

dayMOVwild-type control muscle ‘‘mixed’’ with cell-free supernatant from the Pax7-tdTmuscle digestion, normalized to 18S rRNA and presented relative to

the respective cell type in the Pax7-tdT condition using 2�DDCt.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
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3C), we noticed that a subset of endothelial cells had the highest absolute levels of full-length tdT transcript

(Figure 3D). Although absolute endothelial cell numbers were small, we compared the transcriptional pro-

files of tdT high endothelial cells (log2tdT>2, not expressing Pax7, MyoD, and MyoG, and residing within

theCD31/Pecam1-enriched endothelial cluster) to endothelial cells lacking tdT. Global pathway analysis of

the top 100 genes with lower expression (using absolute as well as Log2 differences) revealed ECM orga-

nization as one of the top unique downregulated processes in tdT-high endothelial cells (Figures 3E and

S4A). Furthermore, the ECM-remodeling genes Timp4 and Comp were trending to be lower in tdT-high

endothelial cells (adj. p < 0.10). Some genes were lower in tdT-high endothelial cells as well, suggesting

myogenic cells may influence angiogenic-related processes via EV communication (Figure S4B). In silico

analysis using miRNAs abundant in MPC EVs (Murach et al., 2020c) predicted miRNA interactions consis-

tent with changes in target gene expression in endothelial cells (Figure S4C). While this preliminary analysis

was instructive, the presence of high tdT-expressing myonuclei after 14 days of MOV prevents us from

drawing firm conclusions regarding the definitive source of tdT-containing EVs in vivo (i.e. satellite cells

versus muscle fiber that experienced satellite cell fusion).

A B C

D

E

Figure 3. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) analysis of extracellular vesicle (EV)-mediated communication

from myogenic cells during 14 days of mechanical overload (MOV)

(A) Flow cytometry plot illustrating a lack of tdTomato+ (tdT+) cells in Veh-treated 14 d MOV Pax7-tdT plantaris muscle

(n = 1 mouse/2 plantaris muscles, used for establishing background fluorescence).

(B) Flow cytometry plot illustrating tdT+ cells in Tam-treated 14 d MOV plantaris muscle (n = 4 mice/8 plantaris muscles

pooled for analysis).

(C) t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding atlas representing appreciable (log2>2) tdT transcript detected in the

Tam-treated Pax7-tdT MOV sample via scRNA-seq.

(D) Endothelial cell cluster from t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) atlas, illustrating tdT-negative cells

(Log2 tdT, tdT 50, Pax7, Myod, and Myog = 0, n = 99 blue cells) and tdT high cells (Log2 tdT > 2, tdT50 , Pax7, Myod, and

Myog = 0, n = 32 red cells).

(E) Top unique downregulated pathways from KEGG, WikiPathways, and Reactome analyses using the top 100

differentially expressed genes in tdT high vs tdT-negative endothelial cells from the tdT+ FACS isolated cluster,

organized in descending order according to p value (all were p < 0.05). ETC, electron transport chain, ECM, extracellular

matrix.

See also Figure S4.
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Satellite cell communication to mononuclear cells during the first 96 hr of MOV affects the

ECM and chemokine gene expression

We performed a similar scRNA-seq experiment as above but at an earlier time point, prior to the fusion of

satellite cells to myofibers, to determine the precise source of tdT in non-satellite cells after MOV in Pax7-

tdT muscle. After subjecting tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT mice to MOV for 96 hr, we harvested the muscle,

removed Vcam+ cells via FACS, and then conducted scRNA-seq (see Figure S5 for flow cytometry gating).

We did not observe a prevalent population of tdT+ non-satellite cells via FACS (as in the 14-d MOV exper-

iments), and utilizing the aforementioned full length to truncated tdT transcript ratio, background correc-

tion did not reveal bona fide tdT mRNA-containing cells in the preparation. It is conceivable that 96 hr of

MOV was not a long enough duration for satellite cells to proliferate sufficiently and transfer enough tdT

mRNA to mononuclear cells to be detectable by scRNA-seq.

Given the technical challenges of blocking cell type-specific EV release (Gandham et al., 2020; Vechetti

et al., 2020), and consistent with our previously published approach (Murach et al., 2020c), we employed

our inducible in vivo satellite cell depletion model, the Pax7-DTA mouse (McCarthy et al., 2011; Murach

et al., 2017), to gain insight into how satellite cells communicate throughout the muscle. We subjected

tamoxifen-treated Pax7-DTA mice to MOV for 96 hr (Figure 4A), removed Vcam+ cells, conducted

scRNA-seq, and then compared these results to the 96 hr MOV satellite cell replete experiment above (Fig-

ure 4B). In context with our prior work showing a secretory effect of satellite cells on fibrogenic cells during

overload (Fry et al., 2014a, 2017), we first focused on differences in FAPs between satellite cell deplete and

replete muscle. In the Pdgfra-enriched FAP cluster, Col1a1 (the most differentially expressed gene in ab-

solute terms) was 62% higher in the absence of satellite cells (adjusted p < 0.10, Figure 4C). Other highly

expressed ECM genes such asCol1a2 (42% higher), Timp1 (93% higher, adj. p < 0.05), and Tnc (83% higher,

adj. p = 0.07) were also higher in the absence of satellite cells during MOV (Figure 4C). Furthermore, FAPs

from satellite cell-depleted muscle after 96 hr of MOV had higher Ccl2 (90%, adj. p < 0.05), Ccl7 (98%, adj.

p < 0.05), and Cxcl5 (453%, adj. p < 0.05) (Figure 4D); this is noteworthy since upregulation of these specific

immune markers distinguishes activated FAPs within 12 hr of regenerative injury (Oprescu et al., 2020). Sat-

ellite cells also affected immune gene expression outside of fibrogenic cells. Abundant chemokines such as

Ccl2 (p = 0.12), Ccl7, and Cxcl1 were higher in mononuclear cells throughout the muscle in the absence of

satellite cells (adj. p < 0.05, Figure 4E). Given the potential endothelial cell-specific effect of myogenic cell

EV communication observed at 14 days of MOV, we interrogated endothelial cells at 96 hr and observed a

similar induction in chemokine gene expression in the absence of satellite cells, which included higherCcl2,

Ccl7, and Cxcl1 (adj. p < 0.05, Figure 4F).

Satellite cell communication during the first 96 hr of MOV involves an EV-mediated miR-206/

Wisp1 axis

Wisp1 is a secreted matricellular protein that was recently shown to be enriched in FAPs (Lukjanenko et al.,

2019; Oprescu et al., 2020) and is generally associated with fibrogenic cell proliferation and fibrosis (Bersch-

neider et al., 2014; Berschneider and Königshoff, 2011; Colston et al., 2007; Ono et al., 2018; Venkatachalam

et al., 2009). Immune gene-enriched FAPs transition to ECM gene-enrichedWisp1+ FAPs between 3.5 and

5 days after injury, indicative of cell state progression toward a more fibrogenic phenotype (Oprescu et al.,

2020). FAPs in the absence of satellite cells during MOV had higherWisp1 (93%, adj. p < 0.05), which points

to accelerated progression of a fibrogenic program in FAPs when satellite cells are absent; this was espe-

cially apparent in the FAP cluster most enriched with Pdgfra (Figure 5A). In MPC EVs, miR-206 is the most

abundant miRNA (Fry et al., 2017; Murach et al., 2020c), and several bioinformatic analyses in the context of

cancer (Seifi-Alan et al., 2018), as well as murine RNA hybrid analysis (DG �21.7 for binding) (Krüger and

Rehmsmeier, 2006), indicated that Wisp1 could be targeted by miR-206. We reasoned that EV delivery

of miR-206 could explain lower Wisp1 in FAPs during MOV in the presence of satellite cells in our

scRNA-seq experiment. Incubation of primary fibrogenic cells (equivalent to FAPs) (Contreras et al.,

2019) with MPC-conditioned media, co-culture with MPCs, and treatment with MPC EVs (Figure 5B) all low-

ered Wisp1 in fibrogenic cells (p < 0.05, Figure 5C). Transfection of miR-206 into fibrogenic cells similarly

reduced Wisp1 (p < 0.05, Figure 5C). Other miRNAs abundant in MPC EVs (Murach et al., 2020c), such as

miR-92a (Berschneider et al., 2014), may also contribute to satellite cell-mediated repression of Wisp1 in

FAPs duringMOV. Nevertheless, in context with our prior work showingMPC EV-mediatedmiR-206 repres-

sion of Rrbp1 in fibrogenic cells (Fry et al., 2017), these in vitro experiments provide evidence for EV delivery

of miR-206 as an explanation for Wisp1 repression in FAPs by satellite cells.
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Trajectory inference analyses revealed altered cell state progression in the absence of

satellite cells during the first 96 hr of MOV

We sought to gather more detailed information on how satellite cells affect mononuclear cell fate progres-

sion during the early phase of MOV. We therefore conducted RNA velocity to model cell differentiation

trajectories over pseudotime (Bergen et al., 2020; La Manno et al., 2018) and extended the results with

the orthogonal method partition-based graph abstraction (which combines clustering with pseudotempo-

ral ordering for trajectory analysis) (Wolf et al., 2019). These analyses involve the relative abundance of

spliced and un-spliced transcripts to predict cell fate trajectories (La Manno et al., 2018). Following satellite

cell depletion, three cell populations were statistically over-represented after 96 hr of MOV in the spliced

read data set (Figure 6A). In addition to Pdgfra-expressing FAPs, a cluster of Pdgfra-negative cells enriched

Figure 4. scRNA-seq after 96 hr of mechanical overload (MOV) in the presence (SC+) and absence (SC-) of satellite

cells

(A) Experimental design schematic demonstrating the Tam treatment strategy, washout period, and 96 hr synergist

ablation-induced MOV in Pax7-tdT (SC+) and Pax7-DTA (SC-) mice, n = 4 mice/8 pooled plantaris per group.

(B) Uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) atlas of scRNA-seq data in 96 hr MOV SC+ and SC- plantaris

muscle. FAP, fibro/adipogenic progenitor cell, Treg, T-regulatory cell.

(C) Expression of extracellular matrix-related genes in Pdgfra-enriched FAPs during MOV in the presence (SC+) and

absence (SC-) of SCs.

(D–F) Expression of chemokine genes in the presence or absence of SCs in (D) Pdgfra-enriched FAP clusters, (E) non-

fibrogenic cells, and (F) endothelial cells. MNA, median normalized average.

See also Figure S5.
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with ECM genes was over-represented in the absence of satellite cells (Figure 6A and see Figure 4B). Since

Pdgfra expression typically defines FAPs (Joe et al., 2010; Uezumi et al., 2010; Wosczyna et al., 2019), this

unique cluster either represented fibroblasts (Chapman et al., 2016) or transitional-state FAPs (Oprescu

et al., 2020) and demonstrated high expression of ECM-related genes such as collagens, Lox, and Sparc.

We observed that some FAPs were indeed predicted to be transitioning toward Pdgfra-negative fibro-

genic cells with satellite cell depletion (Figures 6B and 6C).

Another cell population, seemingly with a continuous trajectory from the FAP cluster and enriched with cell

cycle markers such as Pclaf and Top2a, was also abundant in the absence of satellite cells (Figures 6A and

6B). This cluster featured high expression of Acp5 and Ctsk, which are characteristic of osteogenic cells

(Hayman et al., 1996; Inaoka et al., 1995; Minkin, 1982; Tezuka et al., 1994), but undetectable Pdgfra (Fig-

ure 6D). In addition to being fibrogenic/adipogenic, FAPs also have osteogenic potential (Lees-Shepard

et al., 2018; Wosczyna et al., 2012), especially in an altered muscle inflammatory environment (Eisner

et al., 2020). We hypothesize that dysregulation of inflammatory-related signaling throughout the muscle

in the absence of satellite cells may have augmented the likelihood of osteogenic FAP appearance during

MOV, contributing to the transition we observe in our trajectory analyses. Furthermore, Wisp1 is well char-

acterized as a crucial mediator of osteogenic cell fate progression (French et al., 2004; Inkson et al., 2008,

2009; Maeda et al., 2015; Ono et al., 2011) and is significantly elevated in Pdgfra-expressing fibrogenic

FAPs in the absence of satellite cells (see above). Also worth noting is that miR-206 (which inhibits

Wisp1) is known to suppress osteogenic cell fate progression (Inose et al., 2009). Osteogenic FAPs are

cleared by macrophages after injury which prevents muscle ossification (Eisner et al., 2020), but under-

standing how satellite cells affect this process during MOV warrants further investigation.

The presence of satellite cells for the first 96 hr of MOV is sufficient to support long-term

hypertrophy, independent from myonuclear accretion

Long-term hypertrophy is blunted by the complete absence of satellite cells (Englund et al. 2020a, 2020b;

Fry et al. 2014a, 2017). To test whether the presence of satellite cell communication early during MOV is

sufficient to support long-term hypertrophy, we subjected Pax7-DTA mice to 8 weeks of MOV but admin-

istered vehicle (SC+) or tamoxifen (SC-) beginning at 96 hr after synergist ablation surgery (96hr, Figure 7A);

sham-operated mice served as controls. Satellite cells were effectively reduced with tamoxifen treatment

(Figure 7B, p < 0.05), and myonuclear accretion was prevented in SC 96 hr muscle after 8 weeks of MOV

(Figure 7C, p < 0.05). The accumulation of muscle mass (Figure 7D), large muscle fibers (rightward shift,

Figures 7E and 7F), fiber number on cross section (Figure 7G), and ECM content (Figures 7H and 7I)

were comparable between SC+ and SC- muscles. While wet weight was not different between groups,

the proportion of very large fibers (>2800 mm2) was numerically lower in the absence of satellite cells (Fig-

ure 7F), raising the possibility that an upper limit to the ‘‘myonuclear domain’’ was approached, affecting

further myofiber growth. Collectively, these findings complement our previous long-term MOV data in

which satellite cells were depleted after 7 days (Fry et al., 2017), but the complete prevention of myonuclear

A B C

Figure 5. Wisp1 in primary fibrogenic cells (Fbs) is regulated by primary myogenic progenitor cells (MPCs) via an

EV-mediated miR-206 delivery mechanism

(A) Wisp1 levels in Pdgfra-high FAPs after 96 hr of MOV in the presence and absence of satellite cells (SCs), measured by

scRNA-seq.

(B) Experimental design schematic illustrating (1) MPC-Fb co-culture, (2) MPC conditioned media incubated with Fbs, (3)

MPC EVs incubated with Fbs, and (4) miR-206 mimic or scrambled oligonucleotide transfected into Fbs for 24 hr.

(C)Wisp1 gene expression in Fbs in conditions 1–4, relative to their respective control condition (dotted line), normalized

to the geomean of 18S rRNA and Gapdh and presented as 2�DDCt. #p = 0.05, *p < 0.05, data are presented as mean G

SEM.
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accretion with satellite cell depletion at 96 hr observed here suggests that satellite cell secretory function

early during MOV is permissive for long-term muscle hypertrophy in adult fast-twitch plantaris muscles.

DISCUSSION

Using the Pax7-tdT reporter mouse and scRNA-seq, we show that myogenic cells (satellite cells and/or

myofibers) are potentially communicating with endothelial cells in vivo via EVs following 14 days of MOV,

which is related to an altered transcriptional profile in target cells. EV-mediated communication

broadens the scope of myogenic cell-to-endothelial cell secretory signaling described in other models

(Christov et al., 2007; Nie et al., 2019; Rhoads et al., 2009; Verma et al., 2018). After 96 hr of MOV,

communication specifically from satellite cells is most evident in fibrogenic cells. The absence of satellite

cells was associated with transcriptionally distinct fibrogenic populations, and this could be related to

EV-mediated delivery of miR-206 that represses pro-fibrogenic Wisp1 in FAPs. Worth noting is that

the removal of Vcam+ cells in our experiments, while done in both conditions, may have excluded a

recently described Vcam+ FAP population that emerges during regeneration and disease (Malecova

et al., 2018). Nevertheless, our satellite cell deplete data are consistent with the nearly two-fold induction

of proliferating fibrogenic cells observed early after degenerative injury in the absence of satellite cells

(Murphy et al., 2011), as well as the amplified accrual of ECM-generating cells that manifest after a longer

period without satellite cells following MOV or injury (Fry et al., 2014a, 2017; Murphy et al., 2011). Our

findings also comport with activated satellite cell EV miRNA cargo being principally targeted toward

ECM deposition and remodeling processes (Fry et al., 2017; Murach et al., 2020c). The predicted appear-

ance of osteogenic-like (seemingly FAP-derived) cells after 96 hr of MOV, which was accentuated in the

absence of satellite cells, further points to robust satellite cell regulation of FAPs in vivo. When satellite

cells were only present for the first 96 hr of MOV, successful hypertrophy after 8 weeks illustrates the

powerful secretory function of these cells in supporting adult muscle hypertrophy, independent from my-

onuclear accretion (Murach et al., 2018a, 2018b).

Numerous investigations demonstrate reporter transfer from one cell type to another in vivo (Cossetti

et al., 2014; Murach et al., 2020c; Ortin-Martinez et al., 2017; Pearson et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016)

that is likely mediated by EVs, which are shown to package and transfer genetic reporters (Aswad

et al., 2014; Cossetti et al., 2014; Flaherty et al., 2019; Forterre et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2020; Kanada

et al., 2015; Murach et al., 2020c). The specificity of recombination in inducible Cre-driven reporters is

well accepted, but when ‘‘leaky’’ recombination has been observed, it is generally restricted to the line-

age being traced (Álvarez-Aznar et al., 2020; Chappell-Maor et al., 2019; Stifter and Greter, 2020; Van

Hove et al., 2020). Recombination in the Pax7-tdT model is well accepted as specific to satellite cells

(Cho and Doles, 2017; Keefe et al., 2015; Matthews et al., 2016; Pawlikowski et al., 2015; Summers

et al., 2017), so our control experiments, taken together with the literature, collectively suggest that

EV delivery of cytoplasmic-localized reporter protein and/or transcript may explain, at least in part,

the appearance of tdT in non-satellite cell populations during MOV. We cannot rule out that muscle fi-

bers, in addition to satellite cells, were communicating throughout muscle in our model due to satellite

cell fusion by 14 days (evidenced by tdT expression), but this communication appeared preferential to-

ward endothelial cells, which satellite cells are known to communicate with (Verma et al., 2018). More

sensitive EV-tracking tools, as well as advances in scRNA-seq, may be required to better characterize sat-

ellite cell EV-specific communication throughout the muscle very early during hypertrophy. Future inves-

tigations will aim to address these limitations, but the current data collectively suggest that satellite cell

EV communication is directed toward fibrogenic cells during the early stage of hypertrophy and may

have greater influence on endothelial cells later during growth.

Figure 6. scRNA-seq trajectory inference analyses after 96 hr of mechanical overload (MOV) in the presence and

absence of satellite cells (SCs)

(A) Statistical differences in Log2 cell proportions in scRNA-seq experiments between 96 hr of MOV in SC+ and SC-

plantaris muscles.

(B) Partition-based graph abstraction (PAGA) analysis illustrates the appearance of a Pdgfra-negative fibrogenic cell

population in the absence of satellite cells.

(C) RNA velocity analysis shows FAPs predicted to be transitioning toward two distinct cell populations in the absence of

satellite cells.

(D) Magnified view of the FAP cluster from RNA velocity showing a Pdgfra-negative fibrogenic cell population in close

proximity to FAPs, as well as an osteogenic-like cell population predicted to arise from FAPs preferentially in the absence

of SCs during MOV.
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Figure 7. The presence of satellite cells (SCs) for the first 96 hr of mechanical overload (MOV) is sufficient to

control extracellular matrix deposition and support long-term hypertrophy of the plantaris muscle

(A) Experimental design schematic demonstrating the Veh and Tam treatment strategy after 96 hr of MOV (SC+96 hr and

SC-96 hr, respectively) followed by 47 days of MOV (to 8 total weeks) in Pax7-DTA mice. Three mice were removed from

this analysis: two in the tamoxifen-treated MOV group due to poor satellite cell depletion and one vehicle-treated MOV

due to marked signs of regeneration and/or fiber splitting (numerous central nuclei and large heterogeneity in fiber size)

(Murach et al., 2019), resulting in n = 4 for sham and n = 5 for MOV in each condition.

(B) Satellite cell quantity in Veh- and Tam-treated mice. yp < 0.05 effect of tamoxifen, #p < 0.05 effect of MOV.

(C) Myonuclei per fiber in SC+96 hr and SC-96 hr muscles, measured in isolated single muscle fibers. p < 0.05 interaction

effect.

(D) Muscle weight in the presence and absence of satellite cells. #p < 0.05 effect of MOV.

(E) Total muscle fiber cross-sectional area (CSA) distribution in SC+96 hr and SC-96 hr muscles.

(F) Muscle fiber CSA presented as relative frequency. #p < 0.05 effect of MOV.

(G) Fiber number on cross section, #p < 0.05 effect of MOV.

(H) Representative image of extracellular matrix via picrosirius red (PSR) staining after MOV in SC+96 hr and SC-96 hr,

scale bar, 100 mm.

(I) PSR area normalized to muscle area, p = 0.07 main effect for MOV. Data are presented as mean G SEM.
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In a recent investigation, we incubated myotubes with MPC EVs and then conducted RNA-seq on the my-

otubes (Murach et al., 2020c). Apart from ‘‘ECM organization’’, pathway analysis (Herwig et al., 2016) of

differentially repressed myotube genes revealed ‘‘TNF signaling’’ and ‘‘cytokine-cytokine receptor interac-

tion’’ as the processes most downregulated by MPC EVs; specifically, Ccl2 and Ccl7 were repressed in my-

otubes (Murach et al., 2020c). Ccl2 and Ccl7, along with Cxcl5, were also appreciably lower in satellite cells

replete relative to deplete whole plantaris muscles after 7 days of MOV (Murach et al., 2020c). Pathway anal-

ysis similarly showed ‘‘immune system’’ and ‘‘cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction’’ among the topmost

downregulated processes in the muscle in the presence versus absence of satellite cells with MOV (Reac-

tome and KEGG). Accordingly, our scRNA-seq data indicate that satellite cell regulation of chemokine

gene expression in individual mononuclear cells throughout the muscle is conserved, with the most notice-

able effect in FAPs. FAPs play a role in muscle mass regulation (Wosczyna et al., 2019), and the immuno-

modulatory function of FAPs (De Micheli et al., 2020; Oprescu et al., 2020; Santini et al., 2020), as well as

the complex interplay between FAPs and immune cells in muscle repair (Lemos et al., 2015), are being

recognized. Through secreted factors, we propose that satellite cells serve as intermediaries ,for immune

signaling, as well as fibrogenic cell function early during adaptation which ensures proper ECM remodeling

and hypertrophy during long-term loading. Additionally, miR-206 delivery from satellite cell EVs may

directly influence FAP behavior via regulation of Wisp1, which is associated with fibrogenic cell expansion

and FAP fate progression (Ono et al., 2018; Oprescu et al., 2020; Venkatachalam et al., 2009). While typically

low in fibrogenic cells (Fry et al., 2017), recent evidence suggests that miR-206 can be produced by FAPs

under pathological conditions (Sandonà et al., 2020), and FAP-derived Wisp1 may be required to maintain

myogenic cell function during aging (Lukjanenko et al., 2019). Satellite cell-FAP cross talk involving Wisp1

and miR-206 is likely condition dependent; however, Wisp1 is higher in whole muscle during MOV in the

absence versus the presence of satellite cells (Murach et al., 2020c), which supports our observations

that satellite cells signal to Wisp1-enriched FAPs during hypertrophy. Our data collectively agree with a

proposed ‘‘cell circuit’’ framework where the early interplay between fibrogenic and inflammatory

signaling, often influenced by a third cell type (in this case satellite cells), tunes fibrogenic cell behavior

and dictates long-term ECM deposition and homeostasis (Adler et al., 2020).

Resident myonuclei have a robust transcriptional reserve capacity during short-term hypertrophy in adult

muscle (Kawano et al., 2017; Kirby et al., 2016b; Murach et al., 2018a); however, it has been unclear whether

attenuated long-term growth in the absence of satellite cells is due to a lack of myonuclear accretion or

excess ECM deposition (Fry et al., 2014a, 2017). In mice depleted of satellite cells prior to experimentation,

we recently reported that muscle fiber growth during running exercise ensues without excess ECM depo-

sition but is impaired relative to satellite cell replete mice (Englund et al., 2020a, 2020b). In context with our

current findings, we posit that there is likely an upper limit to the transcriptional capabilities of resident my-

onuclei for supporting adult muscle fiber growth (Petrella et al., 2008). This limit could be related to the

stimulus (endurance and hypertrophic versus primarily hypertrophic) (Murach et al., 2020a), muscle or fiber

type (Fry et al., 2014b), and/or the oxidative metabolic/protein synthetic demands placed on muscle fibers

during loading (Murach et al., 2018b). While satellite cell fusion positively regulates myonuclear transcrip-

tion during exercise (Englund et al., 2020a), fusion-independent satellite cell communication to fibrogenic

cells (Fry et al., 2014a, 2017), muscle fibers (Murach et al., 2020c), and throughout muscle is also pro-hyper-

trophic. Evidence for the secretory functions of satellite cells provides an additional process that can be

targeted to enhance stem cell-based therapeutic strategies for improving muscle mass or ameliorating

fibrosis in disease and aging.

Limitations of the study

We provide multiple lines of evidence that indicate myogenic cells communicate with mononuclear cells

throughout the muscle via EVs during hypertrophic adaptation; however, the current lack of a technology

to prevent EV release in a cell-type-specific fashion means that other secretory mechanisms could in part

explain some of our results. Furthermore, at earlier time points of MOV, more sensitive EV tracking tools

may be required to define the extent of EV communication from satellite cells to mononuclear cells.
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Material availability

This work did not generate or use any new or unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The accession number for the scRNA-seq data reported in this paper is GEO: GSE168872.The code to find

the proportional difference in cell populations between two samples is available as an R library on GitHub:

https://github.com/rpolicastro/scProportionTest/releases/tag/v1.0.0.

METHODS

All methods can be found in the accompanying transparent methods supplemental file.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2021.102372.
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Figure S1, Flow cytometry gating strategies for 14 days of mechanical overload (MOV) 
experiments, Related to Figure 1. 
(A) Flow cytometry plots showing a lack of tdT fluorescence in Tam-treated R26-tdTfl/fl 14 day MOV 
plantaris muscle. 
(B) Flow cytometry plots showing tdT fluorescence in Veh-treated Pax7-tdT 14 day MOV plantaris 
muscle; forward and side scatter area gating not shown. 
(C) Flow cytometry plots showing tdT fluorescence in Tam-treated Pax7-tdT 14 day MOV plantaris 
muscle; forward and side scatter area gating not shown. 
(D) Vcam+/tdT+ satellite cells in resting Tam-treated Pax7-tdT muscle, illustrating the specificity of tdT to 
satellite cells under non-stressed conditions. 
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Figure S2, Presence of tdTomato (tdT) protein and mRNA in non-satellite cells (SCs) during 14 
days of mechanical overload (MOV) is not attributable to off-target recombination, Related to 
Figure 2. 
(A) Levels of tdT recombination in cultured primary myogenic progenitor cell (MPC) control conditions (tdT 
parental, in vivo vehicle (Veh)-treated Pax7-tdT, and in vivo tamoxifen (Tam)-treated Pax7-tdT), CD31- 
Vcam- DAPI- (viable non-satellite cells), and CD31+ Vcam- DAPI- (viable endothelial cells) populations 
from the Tam-treated Pax7-tdT 14 day MOV experiment in Figure 2, measured via qPCR. The specific 
and efficient primers from Jahn et al. (Jahn et al., 2018) were utilized, which amplify the non-recombined 
stop cassette, and 1 ng of DNA was loaded in duplicate for each condition. Data are presented as 40 
minus cycle threshold (40-Ct), mean±SE. 
(B) The qPCR product from panel (A) was electroporated on a 2% agarose gel to confirm presence of a 
218 bp product (see Jahn et al.), which is only absent in recombined Tam-treated Pax7-tdT cells. 
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Figure S3, Control experiments providing evidence that neither stop cassette read-through nor 
off-target recombination explains tdTomato (tdT) expression in non-satellite cells after 14 days of 
mechanical overload (MOV), Related to Figure 3. 
(A) Schematic illustrating truncated versus full-length tdT transcript. Truncated transcript is generated by 
transcription up to the stop sequence, the product of which is polyadenylated and appears in 3’ scRNA-
seq analysis. Truncated transcript is abundant in the absence of recombination, whereas full-length 
transcript more commonly appears once recombination removes the stop cassette. 
(B) UMAPs showing abundance of full-length tdT transcript in Tam-treated R26-tdTfl/fl 14 d MOV plantaris 
muscle versus Tam-treated Pax7-tdT 14 day MOV plantaris muscles subjected to scRNA-seq. The ratio 
of truncated:full length tdT was utilized to account for background levels of stop cassette read-through, 
and confidence in full-length tdT above the levels of read-through are displayed as FDR. 
(C) The same UMAPs as in (B) but showing the Log2 counts of truncated tdT transcript. There is an 
absence of truncated tdT in Pax7+ and MyoD+ satellite cells in Tam-treated Pax7-tdT 14 day MOV 
plantaris muscles, which is indicative of recombination and the loss of the stop cassette, whereas all other 
cell populations in parental and Pax7-tdT conditions have high levels of truncated tdT transcript. 
(D) Violin plots showing truncated tdT transcript levels across different cell populations in parental and 
Pax7-tdT muscle. Truncated transcript is abundant in all cell types except satellite cells in the Pax7-tdT 
condition, where recombination has occurred. 
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Figure S4, Transcriptional comparison of tdTomato (tdT)-high (log2>2) to tdT-null endothelial cells 
in Tam-treated Pax7-tdT muscle after 14 days of mechanical overload (MOV), Related to Figure 3. 
(A) Heatmap showing genes (primarily ECM-related) down-regulated in endothelial cells (ECs) 
concomitant with higher tdT levels during 14 days of MOV. 
(B) Genes that were significantly elevated (adj. p<0.05) concomitant with lower levels of tdT. NS = not 
significant, MNA = median normalized average. 
(C) The top 100 miRNAs enriched in MPC EVs [from (Murach et al., 2020c)] were cross-referenced 
against predicted targets for genes in endothelial cells that were significantly down-regulated in our 
scRNA-seq dataset using TargetScan, mirDB, and miRMap (miRMap score>50) databases. 
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Figure S5, Flow cytometry gating for Pax7-tdT and Pax7-DTA 96 hour mechanical overload (MOV) 
scRNA-seq experiments, Related to Figure 4. 
(A) Flow cytometry gating for Tam-treated Pax7-tdT 96 hr MOV experiment. 
(B) Flow cytometry gating for Tam-treated Pax7-DTA 96 hr MOV experiment. 
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TRANSPARENT METHODS 
KEY RESOURCES TABLE 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Antibodies/Stains   
4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole Life Technologies D35471 
Phalloidin Invitrogen A12379 
αVcam/Cd106 BioLegend 105704 
αCd31/Pecam Invitrogen 11-0311-82 
αCd45 BioLegend 103108 
αSca1/Ly-6A/E BD Pharmingen 557405 
APC-Streptavidin BioLegend 405207 
αDystrophin Abcam ab15277 
Picosirius Red Electron Microscopy Sciences 26357-02 
Pax7 DSHB Pax7 
Chemicals   
Tamoxifen Sigma-Aldrich T5648 
Deposited Data   
Single Cell RNA Sequencing  GEO GSE142529 
Mouse Models   
Pax7CreERT2 Jackson Laboratory 017763 
R26LSL-tdTomato Jackson Laboratory 007905 
R26Diptheria Toxin A Jackson Laboratory 010527 
C57BL/6J Jackson Laboratory 000664 
Software   
Zen v2.5 Zeiss  
Prism v8 GraphPad  
FlowJo v10.4.2 Flowjo LLC  
Loupe Cell Browser v3.1.0 10x Genomics  
Cell Ranger v3.0 10x Genomics  
Seurat v3.0.2 Satija Lab (Butler et al., 2018) 
Partek Flow Partek  
scVelo Helmholtz Center Munich (Bergen et al., 2020) 
PAGA Helmholtz Center Munich (Wolf et al., 2019) 
ConcensusPathDB release 34 Max Planck Institute (Kamburov et al., 2012) 
TargetScan release 7.2 Whitehead Institute (Agarwal et al., 2015) 
miRDB Washington University (Wong and Wang, 2014) 
miRMap Geneva University (Vejnar and Zdobnov, 2012) 
RNAhybrid Bielefeld University (Krüger and Rehmsmeier, 2006) 
Oligonucleotides (PCR)   
Pax7 F Sigma Aldrich 5’GCTGCTGTTGATTACCTGGC’3 
Pax7 Wild Type R Sigma Aldrich 5’CTGCACTGAGACAGGACCG’3 
Pax7 Mutant R Sigma Aldrich 5’CAAAAGACGGCAATATGGTG’3 
tdTomato WT F IDT 5’AAGGGAGCTGCAGTGGAGTA’3 
tdTomato WT R IDT 5’CCGAAAAGGGAAGTC’3TCTGT 
tdTomato Mutant F IDT 5’CTGTTCCTGTACGGCATGG’3 
tdTomato Mutant R IDT 5’GGCATTAAAGCAGCGTATCC’3 
tdTomato Recombination F IDT 5’ATCATGTCTGGATCCCCATC’3 
tdTomato Recombination R IDT 5’CGTGGCCGTTCATGGAGCCC’3 

 
 
 
 



KEY RESOURCES TABLE (cont.) 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Oligonucleotides (RT-qPCR)   

18s F IDT 5’TTCGGACGTCTGCCCTATCAA’3 
18s R IDT 5’ATGGTAGGCACGGCGACTA’3 
Gapdh F IDT 5’GACGGCCGCATCTTCTTGT’3 
Gapdh R IDT 5’CACACCGACCTTCACCATTTT’3 
tdTomato F IDT 5’CCTGTTCCTGGGGCATGG’3 
tdTomato R IDT 5’TGATGACGGCCATGTTGTTG’3 
Wisp 1 F IDT 5’CAGCACCACTAGAGGAAACGA’3 
Wisp 1 R IDT 5’CTGGGCACATATCTTACAGCATT’3 

 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 
Animals 
Pax7CreER/+-tdTomatofl/+ (Pax7-tdT) mice were generated by crossing male homozygous 

Pax7CreERT2 mice (Murphy et al., 2011), purchased from Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, 

with female R26LSL-tdTomato mice (Madisen et al., 2010), also purchased from Jackson Laboratory, 

as previously described by our laboratory (Murach et al., 2020). In these mice, tamoxifen 

treatment induces Cre activity, which deleted a stop cassette upstream of the tdT containing 

transgene which was inserted into the Rosa26 locus. Administration of tamoxifen to Pax7-tdT 

mice induces robust expression of tdT specifically in satellite cells within skeletal muscle. 

Pax7CreER/+-Diptheria Toxin A (Pax7-DTA) mice were generated the same way as Pax7-tdT 

mice, only using the DTA mouse (Wu et al., 2006) purchased from the Jackson Laboratory, as 

previously described by our laboratory (McCarthy et al., 2011). Administration of tamoxifen to 

these mice results in >90% ablation of satellite cells across various skeletal muscles (Fry et al., 

2014; McCarthy et al., 2011; Murach et al., 2017a). Mice were genotyped via tail snip and 

NaOH digestion, then polymerase chain reaction for 40 cycles using GoTaq G2 chemistry 

(Promega, Madison, WI, USA), followed by electroporation of the PCR product on 1.5-2.0% 

agarose gel to visualize DNA bands. C57BL/6J mice were also purchased from the Jackson 

Laboratory for generating wild-type myogenic progenitor cells (MPCs). Experiments and animal 

care were performed in accordance with the University of Kentucky Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee. All mice were housed in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room and 

maintained on a 14:10 light:dark cycle, with standard chow and water ad libitum. All mice for in 

vivo experiments were >3 months old at the onset and were a mix of males and females, 

whereas experiments involving Pax7-DTA mice were >4 months, and the mice in Figure 7 were 

exclusively males. 

 

 



METHOD DETAILS 
Mouse treatment, synergist ablation overload surgery, and tissue collection 
Mice were injected intraperitoneally with vehicle (15% ethanol in sunflower seed oil) or 

tamoxifen (2 mg/day, suspended in ethanol and sunflower seed oil) for five days, then given a 

minimum two-week washout period before any experimentation ensued, as previously 

described by our laboratory (McCarthy et al., 2011). Mice for the experiments in Figure 7 were 

treated with vehicle or tamoxifen for 5 days beginning 96 hours into overload. Mice underwent 

bilateral synergist ablation surgery to induce hypertrophy of the plantaris muscle (Fry et al., 

2017; Kirby et al., 2016; McCarthy et al., 2011). Briefly, mice were anesthetized using 95% 

oxygen and 5% isoflurane gas, then ~1/3 of the gastrocnemius/soleus complex was removed, 

careful not to disturb neural or vascular supply. Sham surgery involved all procedures except for 

excision of muscle. Following recovery from surgery, mice were euthanized via lethal dosage of 

sodium pentobarbital and cervical dislocation at the designated time point.  

 

Primary muscle-derived cell isolation, maintenance, and experimentation 

To isolate mononuclear cells from muscle for Pax7-tdT experiments, the detailed fluorescent 

activated cell sorting (FACS) protocol from the Rando laboratory was employed (Liu et al., 

2015), consistent with our previous work (Murach et al., 2020). After a single cell suspension 

was made from fresh muscle using collagenase followed by collagenase and dispase, it was 

filtered through a 40 µm strainer and incubated with antibodies against Vcam, Cd31, Cd45, and 

Sca1 at 4°C; a biotinylated secondary antibody was used for Vcam. See Key Resources Table 

for antibody information. Cells were pelleted (500 x g for 5 minutes), re-suspended, and sorted 

using an iCyt FACS machine (Sony Biotechnology, Champaign, IL, USA). Debris and dead cells 

were gated out using forward/side scatter profiles and/or DAPI. For evaluating the paracrine 

effects of primary MPCs on primary fibrogenic cells, the cryopreserved cDNA from previously-

published experiments was utilized (Fry et al., 2017; Fry et al., 2014). In brief, a single cell 

suspension was made and primary muscle-derived cells were purified via a pre-plating 

technique (Rando and Blau, 1994). Adherent cells (analogous to FAPs) (Contreras et al., 2019), 

confirmed to be >95% Tcf4+ via immunocytochemistry (Fry et al., 2017), were maintained on 

uncoated plates in growth media (DMEM + 20% fetal bovine serum + 5 ng/ml basic fibroblast 

growth factor). The non-adherent cells from the pre-plate were transferred to and maintained on 

collagen-coated plates, and were confirmed to be MPCs due to being >97% MyoD+ via 

immunocytochemistry (Fry et al., 2017). Detailed methods on the treatment of primary fibrogenic 

cells with MPC conditioned media, MPC and fibrogenic cell co-cultures, fibrogenic cell 



incubations with MPC EVs, and miR-206 mimic/scramble transfection into primary fibrogenic 

cells are found in our previous publications (Fry et al., 2017; Fry et al., 2014). To summarize, 

media from C57BL/6J MPCs or primary fibrogenic cells were conditioned for 24 hours, then 

incubated on primary fibrogenic cells for 24 hours. MPC conditioned media (24 hr) was also 

used to isolate EVs via ExoQuick TC (Systems Biosciences, Mountain View, CA), as previously 

described by our laboratory (Fry et al., 2017; Murach et al., 2020), then incubated on primary 

fibrogenic cells for 24 hours (no EVs served as the control). Co-culture of MPCs with fibrogenic 

cells for 24 hours was accomplished using transwell inserts (co-culture with fibrogenic cells 

served as the control). Transfection of miR-206 mimic or scrambled control oligonucleotide into 

fibrogenic cells was carried out using 50 nM Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technology) for 6 hours, 

then cells were harvested 24 hours later. 

 

Extracellular vesicle isolation and visualization 
In vivo tamoxifen-treated Pax7-tdT MPCs were expanded to high confluence, as previously 

described by our laboratory (Murach et al., 2020). MPC conditioned growth media was collected 

after 24-48 hours. For ultracentrifugation isolation of EVs, conditioned media was cleared of 

debris (3,000 x g for 15 minutes), diluted in PBS, then spun at 118,000 x g for 6 hours. The 

resulting EV pellet was reconstituted in 100 µl of PBS and used for high-resolution imaging 

analysis. To visualize tdTomato-containing vesicles in solution, a 40 µL sample of the vesicle 

suspension was placed on a glass coverslip. The fluorescence was imaged on an inverted 

microscope (Olympus IX81) using a 60X 1.49 NA oil immersion objective, an electron 

multiplying charge couple device, and 561 nm laser excitation. Sequential frames (10 ms) were 

collected for a duration of 1 minute. Images were processed and analyzed using ImageJ.  

 

RNA and DNA isolation from primary muscle cells  
For cellular RNA extraction from direct-sorted cells, the cells were lysed in TRIzol reagent, and 

RNA was extracted using the Zymo MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) with slight 

modification; the aqueous phase from TRIzol combined with 3-bromo-chloropropane was added 

directly to the spin column, and not the TRIzol itself (as suggested by the manufacturer). RNA 

concentration and quality were assessed via NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA) and Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Quantitative reverse transcription 

PCR (RT-qPCR) was used to detect tdT message in direct-sorted cells (tdT primer previously 

validated in Murach et al. 2020a, 0.2 ng reactions in duplicate, normalized to 18S or Gapdh). All 

reactions were performed with Sybr PowerUp chemistry (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using a 



QuantStudio 3 PCR machine (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and relative gene expression analysis 

was performed with the 2-𝚫𝚫CT equation where the control condition was used for normalization. 

RNA extraction from primary fibrogenic cells for the in vitro experiments was carried out as 

previously described (Fry et al., 2017). After TRIzol extraction, RNA quality and concentration 

were assessed via NanoDrop, and cDNA synthesis was performed using qScript cDNA 

Supermix (Quanta Biosciences). Gene expression was analyzed via RT-qPCR as described 

above using 2 ng of cDNA per reaction in duplicate, the geomean of 18S and Gapdh for 

housekeeping purposes, and the 2-𝚫𝚫CT equation where the control condition was the normalizer. 

Primers for Wisp1 were from Tong et al. (Tong et al., 2016), and were validated as specific and 

efficient by our laboratory. For DNA extraction, alcohol was added to TRIzol used for RNA 

extraction and the DNA was pelleted via centrifugation, according to manufacturer instructions. 

DNA was then isolated using the Qiagen DNA microkit, as previously described by our 

laboratory for small samples (but without the use of carrier RNA) (von Walden et al., 2020). 

DNA concentration was then determined using Bioanalyzer and Qubit (Invitrogen), and 1 ng of 

DNA was used for qPCR in duplicate, expressed as 40 minus cycle threshold. The product was 

then electroporated on a 2% agarose gel for 35 minutes at 75 V. The validated primers for 

tdTomato recombination from Jahn et al. (Jahn et al., 2018) were utilized, which target locations 

upstream and downstream of the 5’ LoxP site to specifically and efficiently amplify non-

recombined alleles. 

 

Muscle histology and quantification 
Histological analyses are described in detail in previous publications from our laboratory (Fry et 

al., 2017; Fry et al., 2014; McCarthy et al., 2011; Murach et al., 2017b). Briefly, frozen tissue 

was sectioned (7 µm) and air-dried for a minimum of one hour. For Pax7, sections were fixed in 

4% PFA then subjected to epitope retrieval using sodium citrate (10 mM, pH 6.5) at 92°C for 20 

minutes. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked using 3% hydrogen peroxide in PBS for 7 

minutes, followed by a mouse-on-mouse block (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, VT, USA). 

Sections were then incubated overnight with a Pax7 antibody, followed by incubation with a 

biotin-conjugated secondary antibody for Pax7. The Pax7 signal was amplified using 

streptavidin horseradish peroxidase (SA-HRP) followed by a tyramide signal amplification 

fluorophore (TSA). Sections were then incubated with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 

1:10,000) for 10 minutes. For fiber cross-sectional area, sections were incubated with an 

antibody against dystrophin, followed by a fluorescent secondary antibody. To analyze ECM, 

muscle sections were fixed for 15 minutes in Bouin’s fixative in a humidified chamber at 37°C, 



washed, then incubated in Picosirius Red (PSR) solution (0.1% in saturated picric acid) for 2 

hours at room temperature. After washing and dehydration with ethanol, sections were mounted 

using a xylene-based media. Muscle sections were imaged using a Zeiss upright microscope 

(AxioImager M1, Oberkochen, Germany), and analyzed with Zen software or MyoVision 

software (Wen et al., 2017). For Pax7, entire muscle cross-sections were imaged at 20x 

magnification using the mosaic image stitching function in Zen. Pax7+ satellite cells were 

identified as Pax7+/DAPI+, and were quantified manually using tools in the Zen software 

(normalized to muscle fiber number). Similarly, entire muscle cross-sections were captured at 

20x magnification, and muscle fiber cross sectional area was determined using semi-automated 

analysis software, as was muscle fiber count (Wen et al., 2017). Picosirius red images were 

captured at 10x, and PSR area normalized to muscle area was quantified using a semi-

automated macro for hue, saturation, and lightness in the Zen software (>300,000 µm2 average 

muscle area for sham, >600,000 µm2 average for MOV).  

 

Single muscle fiber isolation and myonuclear quantification 
Single fiber myonuclear counts were obtained according to previous reports (Brack et al., 2005; 

McCarthy et al., 2011; Murach et al., 2017b). In brief, 48-hour PFA-fixed muscles were 

dissected into bundles then incubated in 40% NaOH for two hours at room temperature while 

rotating. Fibers were then washed liberally with PBS atop a 40 µm strainer, gently moved into 

tubes using tweezers, triturated lightly until completely separated using low retention pipette 

tips, then dispersed on glass slides. Fibers were mounted with a glass cover slip using 

VectaShield with DAPI (Vector). For analysis, linear sections (~300-500 µm) from 30 randomly 

selected individual muscle fibers per muscle were imaged at 20x magnification using the z-stack 

function in Zen. Myonuclei were manually quantified and fiber length was determined using a 

tool in Zen. An aggregate mean value from the 30 fibers analyzed from each mouse was used 

for statistics. 

 

Pathway and in silico analyses 
Gene expression pathway analysis was carried out using ConcensusPathDB with the 

overrepresentation feature for mouse genes in KEGG, Reactome, and Wikipathway databases, 

and a minimum input list overlap of “2” and p-value cutoff of p=0.01. Unique pathways were 

defined as those that did not have significant overlap in genes featured in other annotated 

pathways, from the same or different databases. Predicted miRNA targets were assessed using 

TargetScan, miRDB, and miRMap (miRMap score >50) based on complementarity of seed 



sequences in the top 100 differentially expressed genes in tdT high and negative endothelial 

cells. RNAhybrid was used to assess miRNA affinity for 3’ UTR binding (Krüger and 

Rehmsmeier, 2006). 

 
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) 
For 14 day MOV experiments, the single cell suspensions from overloaded tamoxifen-treated 

Pax7-tdT or tdT parental plantaris muscles (n=3 mice/6 plantaris) was cleared of debris and 

doublets via FACS, as described above. The pellet was washed and re-suspended in dPBS with 

0.04% BSA to minimize ambient RNA and cellular aggregation, in accordance with 10X 

Genomics recommendations (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA). Cell concentration was 

determined via hemocytometer prior to being loaded on the 10X Chromium chip. For the 96 

hour MOV experiments (n=4 mice/8 plantaris), cells were direct sorted into reverse transcription 

buffer after being cleared of debris, dead cells (DAPI), and doublets via FACS. After cells were 

loaded into the 10X Chromium Controller, the Single Cell 3’ reagent kit applied according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries were prepared using version 3.0 chemistry and were 

sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq 500 platform, achieving a minimum of 200 million reads per 

sample. 

 
scRNA-seq analysis and tdT mapping 
Raw sequencing data were processed and counted to features using Cell Ranger 3.1.0 (10X 

Genomics) with the GRCm38 mouse assembly and transcriptome (release 99), supplemented 

with the Pax7-inducible tdTomato gene construct carried by the R26LSL-tdTomato mouse strain 

(Madisen et al., 2010) (see addgene #22799). Cell Ranger results were visualized and analyzed 

in Loupe, while additional quality control filtering and analysis was conducted in Seurat version 

v3.1.5 and Partek Flow. Seurat filtering was set to use at least 750 genes detected and less 

than 25% mitochondrial gene content, and Partek was set for a minimum of 400 and maximum 

of 6,000 genes expressed, a minimum of 0% and maximum of 15% mitochondrial reads, and 

excluded features where values were <1.0 and were in at least 99.9% of samples. A Cell 

Ranger summary for each individual experiment is as follows: 96 hour MOV tamoxifen-treated 

Pax7-tdT (4,846 estimated cells, 19,198 total genes detected, 82.1% fraction of reads in cells), 

96 hour MOV tamoxifen-treated Pax7-DTA (5,501 estimated cells, 18,970 total genes detected, 

80.0% fraction of reads in cells), 14 day tamoxifen-treated MOV Pax7-tdT parental (6,290 

estimated cells, 21,479 total genes detected, 96.4% fraction of reads in cells), 14 day tamoxifen-

treated MOV tdT parental (11,360 estimated cells, 18,982 total genes detected, 94.2% fraction 



of reads in cells). Cell types were classified according to high expression levels of classical 

markers (e.g. Pecam1 for endothelial cells, Pdgfra for FAPs, etc.).  

 

For RNA velocity, the BAM files from Cell Ranger were processed with Velocyto (v0.17.17) (La 

Manno et al., 2018) to obtain the spliced, unspliced, and ambiguous feature unique molecular 

identifier (UMI) counts. The matrices from Cell Ranger and Velocyto were then read into Seurat 

and analyzed, as previously described (Miller et al., 2020), including RNA velocity analysis with 

scVelo v0.2.2 (Bergen et al., 2020). Violin plots were generated in Seurat. 

 

Based on the results of the tamoxifen-treated MOV tdT parental experiment, the ratio log2(tdT-

full length + 1) - log2(tdT-truncated + 1) for each cell was used in the calculation of the expected 

tdT stop-cassette readthrough, where tdT-full length were reads aligning to the coding sequence 

(CDS) and 3’ UTR, and tdT-truncated were reads aligning to the stop-cassette. Since no 

recombination is expected in the parental strain, the ratios for each cell were used to create a 

distribution of expected values of read-through, and all cells in the parental and DTA treated 

strain were tested against this distribution using a non-parametric prediction interval to calculate 

the probability of that cell being derived from this null distribution. The resulting p-values were 

corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR. We also employed a tdT assembly where just 

the CDS was mapped to assess the amount of mis-mapping to the 5’ end of the transcript, 

which was primarily used for quantification of tdT levels in the Loupe software. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
Statistical Analyses 
Differences in tdT and Wisp1 mRNA via qPCR were determined using directional student’s t-

tests, with significance set at p<0.05. Differences in gene expression profiles in scRNA-seq data 

were first determined in the Loupe Cell Browser; this software uses sSeq (Yu et al., 2013) or 

EdgeR (Robinson and Smyth, 2007) to determine differential gene expression within and 

between clusters, and gene expression was significantly different when FDR adjusted p value 

was <0.05. As a second method of validation, differences in gene expression were evaluated in 

Partek Flow using lognormal with shrinkage and FDR step-up for multiple test correction with 

adjusted p<0.05. For the determination of tdT high endothelial cells, we used Log2>2 as a cutoff, 

and eliminated cells containing tdT 5’, Pax7, Myod, and Myog in order to provide confidence 

that high levels of tdT mRNA were not a consequence of mis-identification of tdT-expressing 

satellite cells. For muscle phenotyping after long-term MOV, all data were normal and 



differences between groups were analyzed via Two-Way ANOVA. When an interaction was 

present, a Tukey’s post-hoc test was employed, and p was set at <0.05. 
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